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choices and perception (O'Keefe and Wisner
). Zimmerer (forthcoming) traces the origins of the term "political ecology" to an anthropological symposium that linked struggles over land use practices to property relations (Wolf 1972 ). Blaikie and Brookfield (1987) give the term currency in geogranhv.
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ECONOMic GEOGRAPHY continues,2 recent developments suggest that the adoption of a parallel research agenda is in order. The popular outcry over such issues as global warming, ozone depletion, and acid rain, and the proliferation of "sustainability" motifs in development discourse, have prompted actors at all geographic scales to take unprecedented steps toward actively rejuvenating the resource base. A set of conflicts over reclamation and renewal-a politics of stabilization-has thus emerged, warranting critical attention.
Blaikie and Brookfield (1987) make one of the few attempts to explicitly theorize stabilization politics. They contend that "purposive," "long-lived" improvements to land resources ("landesque capital") often entail either the harnessing of slow-paced, regenerative natural processes or capital investments of a magnitude such that they can be recouped only over relatively long payback periods. Such conditions mitigate against "resource managers" investing either personal labor or private capital to reclaim resources. Instead, economic disincentives to stabilization efforts are often overcome by exploiting social and political advantages to coerce labor or capture outside subsidies.
This position is developed to some extent in the literature on agrarian change. Mann and Dickinson (1978) and S. Mann (1990) argue that low rates of return due to the inability to speed up natural processes have discouraged capitalist penetration of agriculture, perpetuating peasant and "family farm" forms of production that compensate through the exploitation of family labor. An extended debate has also highlighted the use of coercive labor relations to reclaim land through large-scale irrigation works.3 It is thus important to recognize that environmental stabilization programs are no more politically "neutral" than many of the processes of degradation documented by political ecologists to date.
In the African context, gender and household-level social relations play key roles in organizing access to, and control over, productive resources (Berry 1989 ). The household unit is identified as "the site of separable, often competing, interests, rights and responsibilities" (Guyer and Peters 1987, 210) . Familial social relations, once presumed to revolve around a natural core of "maternal altruism," are now viewed as governed by an ever-changing "conjugal contract" (Whitehead 1981 as women's income-generating projects, male landholders reap a double benefit: from the subsidy paid by developers to install infrastructure (wells and fences) and from unpaid female labor, which the men manipulate to water their trees.4 On the face of it, this situation appears to be a fairly straightforward conflict between two social groups, each attempting to use commodity production as a strategy to withstand the shock of structural economic adjustment. Overlapping property rights to key resources and reciprocal claims on labor and income make the case compelling from the standpoint of gender and household studies (Schroeder and Watts 1991; Carney 1992) . The main point of interest for this paper, however, is that the practice of tree-cropping in women's gardens has been constructed by environmentally conscious developers as a means to "stabilize" land resources. In many villages, funding for orchard projects now effectively replaces the equity-oriented women in development (WID) emphasis of the previous decade (Thoma 1989 ; R. Mann 1989; Worldview International Foundation 1990). In this regard, it is clear that the political ecology of one of The Gambia's premiere horticultural districts has become gendered to a remarkable degree.
The case study is divided into five sections. The first outlines the economic circumstances behind the boom in market gardening and traces their immediate effects on gardening practice in the Mandinka village of Kerewan. The second emphasizes opposing strategies adopted by husbands and wives to control the cash women earn from vegetable and fruit sales. The third links intrahousehold budget negotiations to the intensification of both gardening and tree cropping within communal garden perimeters. The fourth illustrates the critical significance of trees and tree planting as material and symbolic expressions of the gender dynamics produced by the boom. The paper concludes with the argument that parallel political struggles relating to the force of household budgetary obligation and lineage-based land use practices have created openings which development agencies now exploit to advance an agenda of environmental stabilization.
Roots of the Garden Boom
The primary allocation of male and female labor resources in the Mandinka 352 ECONOMIC GEOGRAPHY villages comprising the North Bank garden district has, until recently, been constructed along lines designated by production: (1) of specific crops; (2) within particular spatial domains; (3) during given seasons; and (4) for returns of differing value. A simplified profile of the gender division of labor would indicate, accordingly, that men grow groundnuts (peanuts) and the coarse grains (millet, sorghum, and maize) on upland fields during the rainy season; and that their domination of groundnut production, the country's main source of foreign exchange, translates into control over most of the cash income generated through agriculture. The profile would also emphasize that women grow rice and vegetables in swamps and low-lying areas; that their gardens constitute the only significant dry-season activity in the traditional Mandinka labor calendar; and that the bulk of the produce they grow is strictly for home consumption (for a more nuanced discussion of this topic, see In sum, the dramatic emergence of a female cash crop system in rural Gambia may be seen as the product of a conjuncture of several forces. Changes in the physical, social, and economic geography of the region have simultaneously forced and inspired women to assume unprecedented financial responsibilities within their families and communities. Gender is, consequently, a key factor in understanding The Gambia's ecological politics over the past two decades.
Commercialization and Conjugal Conflict
To establish the links between domestic social relations and ecological processes, it is helpful to examine the stakes involved in terms of income earned from gardening. Since no data exist for the period when most of the actual struggle over budgets, land, and trees took place, it is Thus, while all cash earned from vegetable sales is nominally controlled by women-male informants routinely claim total ignorance of their wives' incomesgrowers' husbands have, nonetheless, devised a complex system of nearly a dozen separate tactics for alienating female earnings, or otherwise directing them toward ends of their own choosing (Schroeder, 1993) . Informants alluded, for example, to several different ploys used by their peers for obtaining "loans" from their wives (e.g., using surrogates). Each carries its own measure of commitment to repayment, and its own underlying threat 5 Data for this sample were recorded over an 18-week marketing period. Yield figures reflect the efforts of production units of varying makeup-"mother and adolescent daughter(s)," "daughter and elderly mother," and "unassisted individual woman" being the most common types. During the period these data were collected, the Gambian dalasi (D) was exchanged at a rate of roughly D7.5 = U.S. $1.00. 6 This comparison is based on earnings of 36 couples from Niumi Lameng and 75 couples from Kerewan. Niumi Lameng vegetable growers provided data for the March-April 1989 period; Kerewan women were surveyed from February to June 1991; and men in both groups provided data on the June-October 1990 groundnut season. Given the sporadic nature of the data collection, these findings should be interpreted with caution. In comparison, Jabara et al.'s (1991) estimates for per capita incomes from all sources (including imputed values for "own-produced food") for three North Bank villages show that vegetable income averages 12% of total household income. This compares with 21% from groundnuts, 17% from cereals, 15% from gifts/ remittances, and 14% from "Business." 355 of reprisal if the loan is not forthcoming. Alternatively, men resort to "sweetness" (Mandinka: diya), which is intended to induce their wives to be generous with their money. Such behavior ranges from the husbands digging their wives' garden wells to simply maintaining an agreeable disposition. At the other extreme, some men reportedly steal their wives' cash outright.
In this setting, decisions made by growers regarding the expenditure of their garden incomes are also carefully strategized. For example, 38 percent of women give either lump sum or smaller, regular installments of cash to their husbands. These are clearly intended in many instances to be preemptive (cf. Jones 1986). Whereas a request for a loan cannot be flatly refused without straining the marriage or showing cause, the gifts allow growers somewhat greater latitude for controlling the terms of the cash transfers, while at the same time generating considerable goodwill. Several male informants admitted that they had once ridiculed women, joking that the gardens had become the women's "second husbands," whereas now they had "seen the benefit" and no longer opposed gardening in any way.
Another set of interrelated strategies widely employed by both growers and their husbands involves simple default. Men's main source of cash income in rural Gambia is groundnut production. The one-time sale of groundnuts typically takes place in December-January, through state or cooperative marketing services. Men are accordingly left with a single bulk sum of cash, from which they must subtract payments for debts incurred during the course of the year and with which they must devise a plan for meeting their family's subsistence needs over the June-August hungry season. Many men now fail to perform the latter responsibility. Default also becomes an option for women when the pressures exerted by their husbands' "loanseeking" behavior become too great to withstand:
What happens is, some men would like their wives to lend them money out of their garden proceeds. Now, many times women will give these credits, but most will never be refunded. Consequently, women gradually limit or refuse to grant the loans. We have a new tactic: whenever we go to market [to sell produce], we simply spend all of our money on things that we need, and come home with no money left to avoid the loan requests altogether. (Kerewan gardener; source: author's field notes) This conflict may appear to be little more than petty marital bickering. Significant issues are at stake, however, including the fundamental determination of what it means to be a man or woman in Mandinka society (Carney and Watts 1991) and success or failure in negotiating the ecological challenges posed by persistent drought. The struggles over the spending of cash crop incomes are precisely the sort of politics to which Watts (1990) alludes in his critique of Blaikie and Brookfield's (1987) "regional political ecology" model. That budget conflicts turn so heavily on the seasonality of male and female income streams is especially relevant, insofar as they have added incentives to vegetable growers to alter the seasonality of their cropping strategies and expand production, as the following account of the effects of intensification demonstrates.
Intensification and Demand for Land
The technical innovations accompanying the garden boom included the replacement of poor-quality stick and thorn fences and hand-dug, unlined wells serving individual plots with communal wireand-concrete structures that do not have to be replaced on an annual basis. These enhancements reduced prohibitive recurrent expenses, removed some of the threat of encroachment by grazing livestock, and improved access to groundwater. Adjustments within household units were as significant as any of these changes, however. The introduction of intensive crop production in the dry 356 ECONOMic GEOGRAPHY season meant a second major investment of labor power by women. In practical terms, the new work regime involved two trips to the garden daily, each of two to three hours duration, to water or otherwise tend to crops. Worse still, marketing took women out of villages altogether, sometimes for days at a time. That the gardening season coincided with a period when men expect enhanced domestic services only deepened male resentment.7
Much of the animosity at this stage may presumably be traced to the fact that gardens were not yet highly productive. Whereas promotional efforts by the state emphasized monocropping onions as part of a strategy of import substitution, onion sales were repeatedly undermined by market gluts. This left growers doubly vulnerable. A narrow selection of crops and relatively poor market returns meant that they were unable to meet their husbands' demands for either the expected complement of domestic services or greater financial support. Moreover, even as marginal increases were achieved, a strongly "pulsed" income stream left women vulnerable to the loanseeking behavior described above. Growers consequently reverted to more complicated intercropping strategies that prolonged the market season and spread income over several months. By carefully mixing crops and planting them in particular sequencesi.e., by planting in series or double-cropping-women were able to increase returns without expanding plot area. Planting of fruit trees extended growers' use rights onto a vertical plane and improved the seasonality of the economic returns from gardens. Most papayas grown in Kerewan, for example, mature at precisely the time of year (November-December) when women need cash for recurrent expenses (e.g., redigging of wells, seed purchases).
Production of new crops such as cabbage, bitter tomatoes, and sweet peppers opened up sizable new markets, but this potential could only be met with an expansion of garden territory. Requests to enclose new areas for gardening purposes caused male landholders to reevaluate the long-term effects the garden boom was having on the prevailing tenure system. From the landholders' perspective, fruit production in the gardens only exacerbated the problem, insofar as tree planting confers a sense of permanence and legitimacy upon women's usufruct rights. At the same time, the trees provided an avenue for men to tap back into the low-lying land resources in ways that now threaten the garden boom in Kerewan altogether.
Tree Counts and Gendered Tenure: Measures of Control in the Gardens
The set of customary land tenure rules in the low-lying garden land in Kerewan may best be described as a nested system. First of all, customary land law among the Mandinka residents of Kerewan preserves a basic distinction between matrilineal and patrilineal land. Women's landholding rights are almost exclusively limited to swampland, where plots originally cleared by women are heritable property that passes from mother to daughter. Patrilineal land, by contrast, consists of virtually all arable upland, where men grow groundnuts, millet, and maize, and some swampland, where rice is grown by women for joint household consumption. The 12 communal garden perimeters established on the outskirts of the village have nearly all been founded on land controlled by relatively senior men in each of Kerewan's three founding lin-7 The dry season is generally a more relaxed time than during the rains. Food stocks are relatively plentiful, and there is more time for meal preparation and child care. Family members spend a greater amount of time in and around family compounds, and men in particular are in a position to observe and more directly organize compound affairs. Consequently, they expect a greater measure of personal service than they get at other times of the year. With intensification of vegetable production, these services have been reduced. 357 eages. The communal sites themselves range from a fraction of a hectare to nearly five hectares in size, and the garden groups that manage them have memberships varying from 20 to well over 200 growers, with many women holding plots in several locations at once.
Individual claims to plots in gardens may be advanced on any of several grounds. The most common is via a one-time cash payment (D5 to D30) to landholders, who ostensibly use the money to help pay for fence repairs or defray other expenses incidental to the garden's upkeep. These payments, known as kumakaalu in Mandinka, may be assessed when a new perimeter is founded, or levied individually by the landholder when use rights are transferred due to the death or relocation (e.g., change in marital status) of a prior occupant. In practice, no records are ever kept of these payments, and there is no way of holding landholders accountable for their use. In essence, then, they serve as a disguised rent, and mark a subtle shift toward land privatization and an emerging landlord-tenant relationship in the gardens.
Trees complicate this picture considerably. Generally, according to Mandinka customary law, trees belong to the person who plants them (Osborn 1989 ). In each of Kerewan's gardens, therefore, special consideration is given to the relationship between use rights to land and the right to plant trees. In most cases, landholders now specify not only whether tree planting is allowed, but which species are affected and to whom specific injunctions and dispensations apply. It is common for landholders to block women from planting taller, woody species such as mangoes or oranges, which represent a threat to the landholder's potential alternative uses and which, incidentally, pose the greatest shade problems for underlying vegetable crops, while allowing extensive cultivation of papayas and bananas on the same land. Alternatively, planting of "shade species" is allowed, but rights are reserved for the landholder himself. 
Shady Contexts, Shady Practice
Intrahousehold social relations and a series of regional economic changes coincided in the early 1980s to exert a growing pressure for expansion of garden perimeters. Accordingly, when an expatriate volunteer was posted in Kerewan in 1983, local growers' organizations seized upon the opportunity to lobby for material support to expand two existing garden sites. Representatives of the growers' groups, extension agents from the civil service, and the volunteer met several times over a period of months to put together plans for the construction of several wells and an areal expansion sufficient to accommodate 479 women. Funding was to be provided by an outside donor, and the project was to be jointly administered by the volunteer and government extension agents. The Ministry of Agriculture would be responsible for surveying and allocating individual land parcels, and project materials would be 8As of 1992, only three sites in the area were reserved exclusively for gardening purposes. The landholder in Site 3 converted his garden into an orchard. And a large portion of Site 5 was confiscated by managers of the Gambian affiliate of a Norwegian NGO. As fieldwork drew to a close, plots had been reassigned and trees were being planted as part of a strategy for the agency to generate recurrent operational expenses locally. The terms of access to the newly enlarged and fenced garden/orchard stipulate that women water the project trees or forfeit their usufruct privileges.
temporarily kept in the Ministry of Agriculture's storage facilities until required by construction contractors.
These arrangements were subsequently challenged by one of the sites' landholders, referred to here as Al-Haji Abdou Sanyang. A backer of the project throughout the early stages of planning, Sanyang strongly objected to women signing a project agreement with the donor agency on their own behalf, arguing that such an act would seriously undermine his landholding rights. He had acted for a number of years as advisor to the group, and he felt he should sign the contract as project beneficiary. In addition, he asserted rights to store project materials in his private storerooms and award subcontracts to well diggers. When his demands were not met, he blocked construction efforts and threatened to evict growers from his land.
The growers' response was twofold. On the local front, several of the more militant women vowed they would be removed from the garden only by force, and designated a communal workday to tear down the old fence in spite of the landholder's opposition. This plan drew the attention of the police, who took three of the leaders of the garden group into custody. The detention prompted a protest demonstration on the part of several hundred growers, which resulted in the issuing of a temporary injunction against gardening on the site. Failing in their attempts to force a solution, leaders of the growers' group carried their case to national authorities. A deposition was sent to the National Women's Bureau, and project donors were lobbied to intervene on the group's behalf. Subsequent pressure on the North Bank divisional commissioner led him to invoke what amounted to a cooling-off period of several months, after which all principals to the dispute were called to air their grievances in court. In the final ruling on the case, nearly all of the substantive claims by the growers were upheld. The sole exception involved allegations made by the landholder that vegetable growers had planted dozens of fruit trees within the perimeter without authorization. His insistence that they be removed won the court's backing, and women were ordered to remove all trees at his request.
Within a day or two of the decision, Sanyang visited the garden and ordered several dozen trees removed. Then, in an action that foreshadowed much of what was to come in Kerewan's gardens, he immediately replanted several dozen of his own trees within the perimeter. By locating seedlings directly on top of garden beds already allocated to vegetable growers, his expectation was that water delivered by growers to the vegetable crop would support his trees until the ensuing rainy season. When the trees died for lack of adequate irrigation, he charged that they were deliberately abandoned, or otherwise sabotaged, by vegetable growers in retribution for his heavyhandedness during the previous year's controversy. Nonetheless, he was apparently satisfied that his landholding authority was no longer in question, since he took no further steps to establish an orchard on the site.
The controversy in Sanyang garden marks a watershed in the political ecology of gardening in Kerewan. Not only were several hundred women involved in the demonstration at the police station, but the case also received attention from politicians at the highest levels of government. As the affair became imbued with partisan political meanings, every step taken by Sanyang and every aspect of the women's claims to use rights were carefully scrutinized and debated throughout the village. This presumably forced other landholders to reappraise their own stance with respect to their management of low-lying land resources, and it set a precedent for landholders in the attempted use of female labor to establish private fruit tree orchards. Both effects are evident in the trends noted in the data in Table 1 .
The ecological impact of these events is also apparent in terms of the relative shade problems experienced in the garden. The density figures recorded in Table 1 Whereas male landholders like Sanyang had initially resisted tree planting on the grounds that it reduced their future land use options, the "capturing" of a female labor force to water trees, manure plots, and guard against livestock incursions within the fenced perimeters shifted the landholders' economic calculus toward fruit growing. Moreover, they quickly discovered that developers were eager to support tree planting under almost any condition. Site 7 is a case in point.
In 1983, Site 7 was founded immediately adjacent to Site 6, where women now experience the greatest shade problems. Given the land pressure at the time, many women from the older site took second plots in the new site. Under a somewhat novel arrangement between vegetable growers, the landholder, Forestry Department officials, and a donor agency, the garden was converted into a garden/orchard, with a dense stand of trees in a grid pattern over the entire area. The understanding was that ownership of the trees would be divided between the landholder and gardeners on an alternating basis; every other tree, in effect, belonged to the landholder. Within five or six years, however, shade problems began to appear. Gardeners had already determined that vegetables brought them a greater return than any harvest they could expect from their trees. Consequently, many of the maturing trees were either drastically trimmed or simply removed, including, apparently, many of the trees belonging to the landholder. In response, the landholder banned tree trimming in his garden, only to find his young trees still being destroyed as women burned crop residues to clear plots for each new planting season. While some of this destruction was doubtless accidental, the landholder claimed that growers also deliberately hung dry grass in tree branches so that fires set to clear plots would fatally damage trees.
Tree density figures for Site 7 reflect the fact that fully half of the original orchard no longer exists, so it is clear that vegetable growers have largely had their way on the site. In other gardens, landholders insist they will remain more vigilant and exert a greater degree of control. One man vowed: "We will sow the [tree] seedlings on their [garden] beds whether they will like it or not." And the town chief announced that any woman responsible for starting a bush fire that destroyed trees would be fined the equivalent of $200. At least one woman was evicted from her plot when a fire she started accidentally destroyed just one of the landholder's trees.
In sum, this comparison of three garden/orchards establishes that trees can be used as a means for claiming both material and symbolic control over garden lands. Tree planting on garden beds, moreover, is a mechanism for landholders to alienate surplus female labor and subsidies embodied in concrete-lined wells and permanent wire fences. At the same time, shade effects from tree planting threaten to undermine the productivity of gardeners, who now play key roles in providing for the subsistence needs of their families. This has brought about considerable resistance on the part of vegetable growers, who have demonstrated both individually and collectively their willingness to contest anything that they perceive as a threat to their newfound livelihoods. At the end of the 1991 rainy season, for example, gardeners chopped and burned almost at will in most of the village's perimeters. These actions suggest that, tougher rhetoric and recent clamp-down notwithstanding, the struggle to claim control over garden land is far from over. Hewitt (1983) , and Watts (1983a) combine forces to take the "naturalness" and the "accidental" aspect out of natural disasters. Blaikie and Brookfield (1987) insist that environmental degradation be defined in explicit terms, by arguing that resources can only become "degraded" with respect to specific uses in particular geographic and historical circumstances. Watts (1991) challenges those employing a "lexicon of crisis" with respect to Africa, suggesting they abandon such "generic" theoretical pronouncements in favor of a more nuanced analysis of the "creative rupture(s)" occurring in agrarian systems across the continent (Watts 1991,  1-3) .
Conclusion
In a similar vein, my premise here is that environmental stabilization is not a politically neutral process. Indeed, the ambiguity of the term "stabilization" begs the most basic of political economic questions: What is being "stable-ized"? On whose behalf? Who is in the position to define stability? And who determines when such a condition is achieved? To what extent does stabilization amount to a simple shift in resource access and control?
These questions could not be more germane to the case of The Gambia's garden boom. In each of the hundreds of garden perimeters springing up over the past two decades, the ecological and economic significance of wells, fences, soil improvements, and tree stands must be assessed in light of competing local, national, and international interests. Wells, fences, and soil improvements provide the necessary conditions for vegetable production and may thus be considered forms of"landesque capital" (Blaikie and Brookfield 1987) from the standpoint of both vegetable growers and their families, who depend heavily upon vegetable incomes. But such improvements also tie female labor to a specific spatial domain, thereby stabilizing conditions which allow landholders to establish orchards. The addition of the tree crop, in turn, negates the value of the infrastructure for gardeners, effectively destabilizing their productive base once again, and actually compounding problems within a broader political economic context by enticing outside donors into the fray.
An overview of the case study from a slightly broader perspective reinforces the point. The loan-seeking behavior of men in Kerewan has forced their vegetablegrowing wives to intensify horticultural production through expansion of fence enclosures and tree planting. Landholders have finessed the issue of enclosure in a way that allows them to control women's labor and capture subsidies intended for the construction of garden infrastructure. Nongovernmental donor agencies use landhold- Equally troubling is the basic lack of recognition of the critical factor motivating women to undertake land improvements in the first place, namely the preservation of livelihoods. Shiva (1988, 90) , writing on the struggles of women in the Chipko movement to preserve ecological diversity and economic livelihoods in India's forests, decries the "reductionist" scientific paradigm that offers as a "universal solution" to ecological breakdown the practice of planting trees. Instead of stabilizing resources, official afforestation programs "destroy the forest as a diverse and self-reproducing system, and destroy it as commons, shared by a diversity of social groups with the smallest having rights, access and entitlements" (original emphasis, Shiva 1988; 70; cf. Barrett and Browne 1991) . Faced with such reductionist logic, political ecologists can only feel compelled to expand the scope of their critical inquiry to include both the " The striking emphasis on women and the use of commercial vegetable production to justify funding was not lost on a team of environmental experts touring The Gambia in 1987. The group of USAID analysts was assembled under a mandate from a U.S. Congress grown weary of African disaster narratives. Their mission was to find and retrieve "success stories" in natural resource management on the Sahel (Shaikh et al. 1988) . By the time they reached the North Bank for a tour of Save the Children-sponsored projects, under my supervision, they had been on the road for weeks and were nearing the end of the Gambian leg of their research trip. In discussing the day's proposed itinerary, one of the leaders of the group commented, "I don't care what we see, just don't show us another garden project." He elaborated that, at virtually every stop over the course of the team's two or three day Gambian tour, they had been shown trees planted within communal gardens as evidence of the host agency's commitment to environmental stabilization.
